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By Cary W.H. Chan, CEng, Associate Member ASHRAE

At Festival Walk, a large commercial complex in Hong Kong, the decision

was made to change the control logic ofthe chiller plant to enhance

the plant's overall efficiency. The method implemented there can resolve

some common problems encountered in decoupled systems. It can be

adopted easily in existing buildings with similar problems and has a virtually

zero investment. In-depth knowledge ofthe operating characteristics ofthe

plant was gained using a comprehensive and stringent measurement and

verification process. This project demonstrates the value of knowledge-

based operation management, where emphasis is placed on information

and professional knowledge.

Festival Walk is a development with a total floor area of
1.2 million ft̂  (111 500 m-). which includes more than 200
shops, 27 restaurants, an 11-screen einema multiplex, an
ice rink, more than 220,000 ft̂  (20 400 m^) of office space,
and an 850-space parking lot. The building was completed
in 1998.

The designed cooling load capacity ofthe building is 6,400
tons (22 500 kW). Air-cooled condensers were used for heat
rejection in the original design but were converted to a more
energy-efficient water-cooled system in 2003. A fan coil system
is used for the shops and offices while air-handling units
are used for the public circulation areas. As with other
tropical areas, heating is not necessary in winter.

The Chiller Plant
Figure / is a diagram ofthe chiller plant. It is

a decoupled bypass system with a total capacity of
6,400 tons (22 500 kW). It consists of five 1,600 tons
(5627 kW) high-voltage centrifugal chillers (one for standby)
and one 400 ton (1400 kW) chiller for night duty.

The original control logic for bringing in additional chiller
was determined by:

• Deficit fiow exceeding 25% of a 1,600 ton (5627 kW)
chiller capacity; and

• Chillers running at more than 95% full load eapacity; and
• Riser temperature exceeding 47°F (8.5°C); or
• Riser temperature exceeding 50°F (10°C),

Problems of Original Chiller Control Logic
The problems included:
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Temperature built up at chilled water supply risers at
times of high fiow demand (but not load demand) due to
mixing of return water from a bypass pipe with primary
chilled water;
When riser supply temperature exceeded the 50°F (10°C)
threshold, an additional chiller would be switched on even
when it was not a real cooling load demand;
Hunting of chillers due to insufficient loadings;
Chillers, on average, running at relatively low percentage
loadings; and

Relatively low chiller entering temperature.
It was believed that the problem was due to mismatch-
ing the demand in chilled water fiow and cooling load

in different situations. Many decoupled bypass sys-
tems have similar problems in various degrees.

A number of causes contributed to the problem,
but the major causes were:

• A relatively large difference existed between the
installed capacity of air-handling units/fan coil units and
the actual space loading;
Tenants set the thermostats very low, keeping the valves
fully open at all times; and
The capacity of each chiller was relatively large.
The problem caused reductions in plant efficiency as a
result of:
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Figure I: Simplified diagram of chiller plant.
Figure 2: The shift in average percentage loading of chillers in iisiitf;
the new control strategy.
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Figure S: The overall heat transfer coefficient of evaporators under different part-load conditions at "normal" (norm) and "save" (save) tnodes.

• A lower average return chilled water temperature, resulting
in a lower evaporator temperature;

• Chillers running at lower percentage loadings on average;
and

• Hunting of chillers.

New Chiller Control Logic
A new control strategy was developed after a year's research

to minimize mismatch of cooling load demand and chilled water
flow demand after understanding the causes. This includes the
monitoring data from the building management system and mea-
surement and veriflcation of flndings. It involves the change from
a flow demand-oriented logic with riser temperature override to
a multicriteria one. The new strategy in the chiller plant control
under this "save" mode is as follows.

• When the deflcit flow exceeds the preset limit, only an
additional chilled water pump is switched on to satisfy the
flow demand.

ao (constant) a,

2.208266 0.009742 -5.14097 5.428211 -1.78486

Table I: The regression coejficient of chiller model.

• An additional chiller is switched on only when a true load is
confinrted by the following criteria:
• Percentage full load ampere ofthe running chillers, and
• Average leaving chilled water temperature from the chiller,

ami
• Amount of deflcit flow at the bypass, and
• Actual building load and
• Running average ofthe building load.

The saving of energy consumption is obtained by achieving a
better coefficient of performance (COP) by operating the chillers
at near full load condition. The energy saving due to the difference
in kW/TR between save mode and normal mode operations was
verifted by a measurement and veriflcation plan. The plan makes
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Figure 4: The kW/TR of chillers under different part-load conditions at "normal" (norm) and "save" (save) modes.

reference to M& V Guidelines: Measurement and Verification for
FedemI Energ}' Management Projects. Version 2.2.

M&V Plan for New Chiller Control Strategy
The five objectives ofthe measurement plan are:
l.To determine the frequency of the plant operating at

save mode;
2. To verify that the efficiency ofthe chillers is higher when run-

ning at higher loadings under various condensing temperatures:
3. To estimate the savings per year;
4. To determine the increase in average percentage loading

of operating chillers; and
5. To verify the effects of overall heat transfer performance

of evaporators with increased chilled water flow rate.
Operating data was taken at 30-minute intervals by the build-

ing management system during a 12-month period.
For Objective I. from the log sheet, cases where the num-

ber of running pumps exceeded running chillers by one are
deflned as save mode and are difTerentiated from those run-
ning with equal numbers of running chillers and pumps as
normal mode.

For Objective 2, the kW/TR of chiller was determined by a
regression model as a function of percentage loading
and condensing water entering temperature (T'CWE)-

is expressed in Equation 1 with the regression coefficients
shown in Table I.

For Objective 3. for every case ofthe save mode, an estimate
of what the percentage loading of each chiller should be if it

was operating at the normal mode is calculated i.e., if one more
chiller was operated to share the same loading (this condition
is called virtual mode).

Efficiency ofthe chillers increases as a result ofthe chillers
running at a higher average part load. The annual savings can
be calculated by the bin method detailed later.

Flowmeters are provided only at the main risers of the
demand side as well us the bypass pipeline (Figure 1). The
mass flow rate of chilled water flow through each chiller can
be determined by Equation 2, depending on whether deficit
flow or surplus flow is passing through the bypass pipeline.

To determine the amount of energy saving achieved, cool-
ing load under save mode was calculated by Equation 3. If
it was under virtual mode operation, the same amount of
cooling load was used, but the loading would be shared by
one more chillers than that at save mode. So, the percent-
age loading per chiller is less and it is used to determine the
kW/TR value of chiller at virtual mode [kW/TR^^^J by the
regression model with the same condensing water entering
temperature.

The kW/TR value at save mode (kW/TR^^.^.^) can be deter-
mined by Equation 4. The energy saving (kWh^.^^^) of chiller
and chiller plant can be determined by Equations 5a and 5b.
The overall heat transfer coefficient can be determined by
Equation 6.

kWJTR - a^ + a-,
(1)
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or

where

0-284

AeUe -

(2)

>̂  0.284 ^^^

j >< Ophr

(5a)

(5b)

(6)

= kW/ton of chiller determined from regression
model

= kW/ton of chiller at'save'mode operation

= kW/ton of chiller at 'normal' mode operation

^ kWh saving of chiller

= kWh saving of chiller plant

- Power of chiller, kW

^ Chilled water flow rate passing through the

chiller, kg/s

^ Chilled water flow rate passing through each
main riser at demand side, kg/s

^ Surplus chilled water flow rate passing
through the bypass pipeline, kg/s

= Deficit chilled water flow rate passing

through the bypass pipeline, kg/s

^ No. of chillers put into operation

^ Chilled water supply temperature of

chillen'̂ C

^ Chilled water return temperature of chiller.

C\y = Speciflc heat capacity of chiller. kJ/kg°C
(constant-4.187)

0.284 ^ Conversion factor from cooling kW to refrig-
eration ton

,a-,...a^= Regression coefficients

ĈH ^ Percentage loading, %

âvc ^ Average Percentage loading of chillers, %

H ^ Cooling load of chiller plant and chiller pro-
vided, TR

R ^ Rated coohng capacity of chiller produced
r = Total no. of operating hours at any particular

operating scenario (bin), hr

AeUe = Overall heat transfer coefficient of evapora-
tor, kW/°C

LMTDe = Log mean temperature different of the evapor-
ator, °C

'̂̂ HRS ^ Rated Power of heat rejection system which
includes 3 nos. of cooling towers (10.3kW
each) and a condensing water pump (1 lOkW
each) per each chiller, kW (constant -110 +
3M0.3= 140.9 kW)

/ = Subscription for number of main risers at
demand side

J - Subscription for parameters at different oper-
ating scenario (bin)

For Objective 4, a graph is produced (Figure 2) showing the
frequency distribution of the percentage loading of the run-
ning chillers. Line 1 is the combination of normal mode and
virtual mode. Line 2 is the combination of normal mode and
save mode.

For Objective 5, the overall heat transfer coefficient of
the evaporator is plotted against the percentage part load
(Figure 3).

Results and Findings
From the analysis of the data, the following results were

observed:
• The plant was running at save mode for about 14.5% of

the time during the 12-month testing period;
• The part-load performance ofthe chillers was in line with

our expectation that the kW/ton drops with thc increase in
percentage loading (Figure 4):

• The energy reduction within the period from June 2003 to
May 2004 was 435.000 kWh;

• A significant shift occurred ofthe mean percentage part
load to the right side ofthe curve, indicating an increase
in average part load (Figure 2); and

• A slight increase occurred in overall heat transfer coef-
flcient of the evaporators at save mode due to increased
chilled water flow rate (Figure 3).

Conclusion
Thc new chiller control strategy has proved to be practi-

cal and cost effective for resolving some common problems
encountered in decoupled bypass systems.

This changing ofthe control strategy resulted in lowering fhe
energy consumption by 435,000 kWh per year and reducing
significantly the frequency of chiller hunting.

The reduction of energy also resulted in a correspond-
ing reduction of CO2 emissions of 575,400 Ib (261 000 kg)
per year.

This project also demonstrated the potential improvements
that can be achieved through better understanding of an exist-
ing plant through data analysis, reviewing the control strategy,
and resetting various operating parameters such as chilled
water supply temperatures, system pressures, etc.#
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